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Abstract: This paper presents the findings of experiments done to increase the accuracy of a fully constrained cable
driven parallel robot with 8 cables and 6 degrees of freedom. Measurements were conducted using a Laser Tracker in 3
dof and the position accuracy mapped. Measurements were performed in a grid with 1920 points. From the measurement
data distortion to the actual desired position is measured and using a linear approximation subsequent trajectories are
compensated for any systematic errors. On an example robot, this black box correction brought an average improvement
from 10.6 mm distance to the desired point to 2.47 mm distance from the desired point. This is a significant improvement
m accuracy.
Keywords: Selected keywords relevant to the subject.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first cable robots appeared around thirty years ago,
an aerial camera device first built around 1985 [1]. Many
prototypes have been implemented which make use of the
cable-driven principle [2], [3], [4].
There are a unique set of challenges for this technol
ogy. Cables are non-rigid links which need to be kept
under tension at all times which has significant impact on
workspace and stiffness [5].
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It is well known that to achieve n DOF, a cable robot
needs n + l cables. Then a robot can be consideredfully
constrained. A construction which does not fulfill this
criterion is said to be underconstrained, which has im
portant implications for the stability of such a system.

Fig. 1 : Kinematic Parametenzat10n

There are many factors which have an effect on accu
racy which have been discussed in literature. The include
components such as pulleys [6], cable mass and elonga
tion [7], or further geometrical properties [8]. Addition
ally, ovalisation has been shown to cause highly force de
pendent transmission ratio of winches [9]. From experi
ence, it can also be said that the initial geometry also has
a great impact on how accurate or inaccurate a system is.
Firstly, determining the actual physical geometry is dif
ficult. If CAD-Data exists, it does not reflect the actual
robot as manufacturing methods on such large scale are
not so precise. Also the measurement of these requires
some expert skill and sophisticated tools which are inher
ently inaccurate. Further, the geometry has an impact on
stiffness which in tum effects accuracy. It is easy to visu
alize a singular geometry having very low accuracy and
thus expected.

non-contact laser scanning system for Cartesian metrol
ogy used by the NIS T Robocrane [12).
In this paper a very simple method based on a black
box correction. A very accurate 3 dof measurement tool
was used and a corrective grid calculated. An example
trajectory then shows the improvements gained through
this method. To conduct the accuracy measurements a
Lasertracker AT901-MR was used. This device can mea
sure the three dimensional position of a reflector in a
workspace of 18 m radius and with a precision of 5 µm
[13).

2. GEOMETRY AND
PARAMETERIZATION
For reference, the basic kinematic algorithms are
quickly introduced. On figure 1 the position of anchor
points on the base and the robot platform are described
by vector ai and b i respectively, and give the rope vec
tor l i for a given pose. The platform vectors b i are in
the coordinate system of the platform which is defined by

Apart from modeling the factors affecting accuracy in
the kineamtic calculation, other methods of improvement
have also been suggested. Methods include continuous
calibration and inclinometers [10), general geometric cal
ibration [11), and external sensors such as an expensive
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3D−Plot of ideal Local Motors trajectory

3D-Plot of ideal and measured trajectories
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